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**Next TC meeting**  
To be defined. Will be nice to have one after the summer break and before OW2Con (ie september). Doodle to be created.  

**Action CHA**: Create Doodle for next TC meeting  

**New people**  

---  

**Introduction of new CTO**  
Xiaolong is the new OW2 CTO (half time job). XIK is part of Orange Labs, located in Paris and contributes to OW2 Sirocco.  

---  

**Introduction of new sysadmin**  
Martin is the new OW2 sysadmin (half time job). He is located in Lyon, worked 10+ years on linux systems
Infrastructure

**Cloudbees cloud offering**
- There are ongoing discussions with Cloudbees for special OSS offer for all OW2 projects (4000+ build minutes per month should be available).
- Cloudbees is waiting for some OW2 feedback.

**Action XIK:** Ask Cedric Thomas for feedback.

**Gforge migration**
- Gforge is deprecated, we should consider to make a complete migration to a better forge, or to use specialized services (Atlassian Tools, Nexus, LemonLDAP).
- Note: The most important point seems to be an integrated user management system. Other services relying on it will be 'easy' to migrate, even if they are not all integrated together.

**Action CHA:** Launch discussion about services

**Action XIK:** Get information about tuleap and email to everybody to explain the technical impacts and migration process.

**Action MHA:** Check Gforge logs for usage details.

**Git**
- CHA sent instructions about gitorious to github mirroring
- All tested systems have pros and cons.
- We need to task Atlassian Stash

**Action MHA** to get a Stash instance running

**Platform Status**
- MHA raised performance problems on the OW2 infrastructure. There are also obsolete systems running.

**Action MHA:** Document OW2 infrastructure status and problems.

**New download service**
- Still discussion on how to better provide binaries to users and how to facilitate deployments.
- What to use? SVN a la Apache.org, Nexus, independent system?

**Action CHA:** Launch a thread about that to get feedback from projects leaders.

**OpenStack**
- Platform is almost ready
- Still some pending issues with IP addressing
- Waiting for prices from the provider

christophe.hamerling@ow2.org / xiaolong.kong@ow2.org
- We need a platform governance

**Action CHA:** Launch a thread about openstack platform governance to get feedback from IaaS experts.

---

### Projects

**Project websites on the new xwiki farm (reminder)**

The new xwiki farm is ready for OW2 projects.

http://jira.ow2.org/browse/TC ACTIONS-10

Reminder: the migration consists in:

1. the project lists the pages to export
2. GSA has a script that JCA can execute to extract the content of the wiki pages, keep the attachments. This produces a xar archive.
3. JCA pushes the xar to the new wiki.
4. The project debugs.
5. JCA does the Apache redirection to the new instance.

Target: all projects migrated by the end of the year. Initial deadline April 2013, with monthly reminders in S2 2013.

---

**Inactive projects**

- There are some inactive projects which are in incubation.
- The TC decided to ask project leader to update to archive projects

**Action CHA:** List inactive projects and ask project leaders if we can archive them.

---

**New Projects**

None

**Action ALL:** Find new projects

---

**Squat**

Nothing new. XIK to discuss again with Cedic and Alex about this HUGE task.

---

**Actions summary**

See above, and also on http://jira.ow2.org/browse/TC ACTIONS